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“Literature ranges from simple songs and sayings to elaborate and 
extended tales of human deeds. The most compelling literature concerns 
persons whose feelings, thoughts, and actions engage us in the lived 
time of mortality. Ideas and abstractions, which systematically separate 
themselves from persons and from time, do not form the essence of 
literature and do not surpass it.”  
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Notes on American Letters is being directed by teachers and students 
I have known for years and admire deeply. Our success will depend 
upon a measure of good fortune and the talents and industry of many 
friends who work as members of our editorial staff. Their efforts will 
make our unusual journal become effective and relevant for teachers’ 
use. It is appropriately a hybrid publication: both digital and print, 
literature and essay, pedagogy and explication, film and literacy 
concerns, and hoping to reach teachers of 6th to 14th grade students.

That’s the superstructure that keeps NAL guided by keen young minds 
with powerful energy stores and deep connections with classroom 
teaching. Our Editorial Board made up of leaders from NCTE, Paideia 
National Center and MLA, will review our progress each year and 
tell us if we falter. Submissions Editors will review submitted papers 
objectively and confidentially to suggest revisions and then accept or 
reject them. We will also ask readers to respond to a Google survey 
to support those they find especially helpful so as to partner with the 
Submissions Editors in selecting the finest articles for the print Sum-
mer Issue.

We are particularly interested in the year-long focus on Sudden 
Fiction that will include insightful articles by three outstanding
English Educators: Sheridan Blau, Bob Probst, and Jeff Wilhelm 
along with thoughtful readings of six of the most compelling stories 
in the Sudden Fiction volume. 

In addition, we offer three responses to a trio of engaging poems 
about creatures who seem to call us to think of how their brief tenure 
on earth is somehow like our own. 

Finally, three teachers from other than English classrooms will write 
about very different but intriguing films that seem perfect ways to 
engage our students, not with clever notes about fades and camera 
angles but attention to how well our lives are lived.

We are also trying a new idea that uses the wide-ranging reading of 
Field Editors who submit posts that briefly present challenging ideas 
from Albert Einstein, E. O.  Wilson and others that might prompt
lively conversations in our readers’ classrooms that wouldhh not 
otherwise have been possible. 

Thank you for your interest in reading our journal; we hope you like 
what you find here. 

Joe Milner
Editor

Editor’s Corner
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 FOR QUITE A WHILE NOW, I’ve been arguing the case for helping 
students to “deliberately practice” the moves of expert readers (e.g., Wilhelm, 
1996/2016; Smith; Wilhelm, 2009; Wilhelm; Smith, 2016).

Moving “suddenly” towards expertise: the power of
 deliberate strategic practice with “sudden fiction.”

Jeffrey D. Wilhelm

 Sudden Fiction is the perfect vehicle for providing this kind of deliber-
ate practice “in miniature” because such stories are short and qualify as “con-
centrated samples”, i.e. data sets repeatedly using the same conventions and 
therefore requiring the repeated use of the same strategic moves from readers. 
With short texts students also get quick and visible signs of accomplishment, 
so necessary to motivation, especially to students who struggle or may have a 
damaged learner identity (Smith & Wilhelm, 2002; 2006).

 My argument for deliberate practice in miniature is based largely on the 
work of the cognitive scientist Anders Ericsson (e.g. Ericsson & Lehman, 1996).  
His research, popularized but also oversimplified by Malcolm Gladwell (Erics-
son, 2016), demonstrates that learners need somewhere around 3,000 hours of 
deliberate mindful practice to become competent with a complex repertoire like 
reading or composing.  Just reading – though certainly a good thing – does not 
constitute practice. Reading while consciously trying out a new strategy set does 
constitute practice.  And one can practice 3000 hours and still — well, suck. 
Practicing in the wrong way is no better than not practicing. You need 
deliberate, assisted and focused practice that works towards what is known as 
the “correspondence concept” (Bereiter, 2004), i.e. that corresponds to real 
world expertise. Sudden Fiction provides a medium to efficiently and 
deliberately practice expert strategies in the context of real reading and real 
contexts of use.
 For over 15 years now, I have been studying the relationship between 
readers and writers though the use of what I call (following the work of Peter 
Rabinowtiz, 1998) “readers’ rules of notice” – signals that authors put into texts 
to alert readers that a detail or move is of special importance and must be no-
ticed, connected to other details, and interpreted. In this article, I will show how 
a particular kind of readers’ rule of notice can be applied to Sudden Fiction and 
work to achieve transferable expertise over time (for a book-length treatment of 
this method, see Wilhelm & Smith, 2016).

 Promoting a Dynamic Mindset 
 Here’s an additional and profound benefit to deliberately practicing 
the use of explicit rules of notice: Teaching students how to comprehend (and 
compose) complex texts through the deliberate practice of expert strategy-heu-
ristics empowers students and leads them to independence, as once they learn 
a procedure they can apply it independently to other texts.
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 This helps cultivate an attitude that Carol Dweck (2006) calls the growth 
or dynamic mindset—a validating attitude that one can and will learn, through 
effort and strategic practice, to become ever more competent and proficient.

 
1) Create a context of inquiry

 A potential essential question: What are the conditions of connection 
(intimacy) and disconnection (estrangement) in human relationships? Sub-ques-
tions: how can we cultivate the conditions of connection and successfully work 
towards this? How can we avoid cultivating the conditions of disconnection?
  I like these. They connect the story (indeed, all the stories) to my
 students’ lived realities and concerns. The questions are honest and open. The 
answers might be edgy, and turn out to be quite debatable, all criteria of a good 
essential question that provides a context for meaningful reading, learning and 
composing.
 There are certainly other potential essential questions. All the stories, for 
example, touch on issues of personal agency and the desire for control.

How to achieve all this with the Sudden Fiction story “Tickets”

 Upon reading six ”sudden fiction” stories, I thought in terms of a unit 
throughline. In other words, what topic or topics  did all six stories seem to com-
ment on?  And then: what essential question could accommodate a unit featur-
ing all of the stories? I immediately recognized the throughline of a desire for 
connection and  the reality of estrangement, of wishes and how they often fail to 
be realized.  I was especially attracted to the story “Tickets” and thought I could 
immediately use it with either the 8th or 11th graders whom I currently teach.

2) Identify goals – concepts and strategies to be practiced
 With my essential question, I’ve already identified the major concep-
tual goals as learning about the psychology of connection and disconnection.  
For strategies, I choose to focus on inferring character through rules of notice 
about character, e.g. we must notice what the character says and how he says 
(or writes) it, how others respond to him (the policeman, the ticketed people, 
the mother), how he is encouraged and constrained in his behavior by various 
settings (in what contexts does he have more agency and success?), the activi-
ties he engages in and the responses to them.  Most of all, we must notice his 
responses to the different ticketed activities as this reveals his deepest values, 
hopes and fears.

3) Frontload to prepare students for success
 The most important time to teach is before students try something chal-
lenging and new. The preparation for success is called “frontloading” (Wilhelm, 
Baker, Dube, 2001).  Frontloading should activate and build background knowl-
edge that can be brought to the text, set purposes for reading, and provide a 
template for understanding the text at hand. There are many ways to frontload, 
but I chose to have students do autobiographical writing: Do a Quickwrite on a 
time you felt marginalized or unheard in a relationship or group – or when you 
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felt someone else was marginalized or unheard. Share your stories with your 
learning group. Extract principles across cases.  What connects and disconnects 
people? What can reconnect them once they are disconnected?

4) Use readers’ rules of notice and provide deliberate practice using them
 When I taught the story, I used a think-aloud protocol (Wilhelm, 2012) to 
model my use of the rules of notice for character through the first few 
paragraphs, then had the students help me to use the same rules, then I set 
them off in pairs to underline new noticings about characters and explain how 
they know to notice this, and how these textual signals helped the story to 
create character as well as larger meanings and effects about connection and 
disconnection.
 As I did this with my students, they also used many other general rules 
of notice, noticing the importance of the ending (a call to attention through 
positioning), the character’s emotional charges (a call to attention due to emo-
tional response), particularly at the end (since this described a surprising change 
this is a rule of notice called a rupture), and in many cases, their own emotional 
charges as readers (readers’ rules of response).  The character’s direct statement 
of meaning (direct statements are a particular class of reader’s rules of notice) 
was also noted by the students.

5) Cultivate a spirit of transfer by using other texts that inform the inquiry to 
continue the deliberate practice of these strategies
 The issue of transfer is perhaps the single most important issue that 
teachers need to address. If students do not learn something that they can apply 
and extend in new situations, can they be said to have learned anything?
 To consolidate transfer, after reading the story, we rehearsed how the 
rules of notice about character applied to understanding people in real life (e.g. 
someone you might be meeting for the first time at a party) and how these 
might be useful in the next story we might read, or when reading about 
historical figures in our nonfiction reading, or reading speeches like “I have a 
dream”. This cultivation of a spirit of transfer – of imaginatively rehearsing future 
uses for what has been learned – has been found to be the single most 
explanatory factor of the difference between transfer being aborted (as is usually 
the case) or successful.  The features of cultivating transfer are:

1. The classroom culture cultivates a mindful spirit of conscious transfer, and 
rehearses future applications.

4. Students get plenty of practice in applying meaning-making and 
problem-solving principles to new situations (Haskell (2000); Byrnes (2008)). 
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2. Students have command of the knowledge that is to be transferred and 
can articulate the process and principles of problem-solving with that 
knowledge. 

3. Students have a theoretical understanding of the principles to be 
transferred.



 In fact, if we continued to read another of the stories – say “Noel”–  the 
students would already have built conceptual knowledge about connection and 
disconnection that they could bring forward to help understand this new and 
somewhat more complex story. They would bring to the new story their specific 
toolbox of specific rules of notice for understanding character, character
motivation and values, and much more.

Conclusion 
 One of the most important thresholds to becoming an expert reader 
is to understand that reading involves a contract between an author who con-
sciously (and perhaps unconsciously) constructed and coded her text to create 
specific meanings and effects. This construction is highly conventional and 
depends on signals that the author hopes the reader will know to notice, to 
connect to other signals throughout the story, and to interpret to create meaning 
and effect.

 The unique power of literature is that it doesn’t tell you directly what it 
means. The reader has to figure the meaning out.  And students need practice 
with learning those secret moves that expert readers know and use – moves that 
involve knowing what to notice and how to connect and interpret these. Sudden 
Fiction is a fantastic way of inducting students into more expert and transaction-
al reading with readers’ rules of notice, learning that can then be applied to the 
reading of more extended texts – and indeed – in reading the world itself.

Bereiter, C. 2004. Reflections on Depth. Pp. 8-12. In Teaching for Deep 
 Understanding.  Leithwood, K., Mcadie, P, Bascia, N. & Rodriguez, A.   
 (Eds.).  Toronto: EFTO.

Byrnes, J. P. (2008). Cognitive Development and Learning in Instructional 
 Contexts (3rd ed.). New York, NY: Allyn & Bacon.

Ericsson, K.A. and Lehmann, C. (1996). Expert and Exceptional Performance:   
 Evidence of Maximal Adaptation to Task Constraints.  Annual Review        
             of Psychology. Vol. 47: 273-305. 

Ericsson, A. (2016). Malcolm Gladwell Got Us Wrong. Retrieved at http://www.sa  
             lon.com/2016/04/10/malcolm_gladwell_got_us_wrong_our_research_       
 was_key_to_the_10000_hour_rule_but_heres_what_got_oversimplified/    
             April 22, 2016.

Haskell, R. (2000). Transfer of Learning: Cognition, Instruction, and 
 Reasoning. San Diego, CA: Academic Press.
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       “FIRST Billy was on the raft and then he was not” (Jackson 180). From 
the very first sentence of Gordon Jackson’s piece of Sudden Fiction, he exposes 
his readers to the exceptionally thin divide between existing and not. Jackson’s 
narrator and the title’s namesake, Billy’s girl, are both indifferent and dismissive 
about the loss of Billy –coworker to one, boyfriend to the other. Regardless of 
these relationships with Billy, these characters demonstrate a lack of compassion 
and concern for anything other than satisfying their own needs. Even with the 
sounds of the ongoing dragging of the lake for Billy’s body, these two characters 
remain self-involved, despite the overwhelming possibility that Billy is dead. The 
tone of the story highlights the narrator’s detachment from the situation, allow-
ing Jackson to pose the idea that the significance of death belongs with the 
living. This brief work of fiction can be used in high school English classrooms 
to push students to explore how narration influences story-telling on a literary 
analysis level. This story can further be extended into a deeper discussion on 
the existential crisis — does human life matter if in death, we, like Billy, are more 
akin to dead fish —“like a big musky with all the fight gone out of him” (Jack-
son 180) - scraped off the bottom of a lake, than to human beings? Should we 
instead live our lives as Billy’s girl does – focused on fulfilling our ephemeral 
pleasures before being gutted?

“Billy’s Girl”: How Soon They Forget

       Interpreting this story is unsettling for readers – adults and teenagers alike. 
Part of this jarring mood is derived from the narrator’s blasé tone as he recounts 
the story of a person’s disappearance while he is entertaining himself with the 
dead person’s girlfriend. This seemingly detached narration is coupled with a 
lack of quotation marks around the dialogue, which makes the narrator seem 
lazy and even flippant about getting the details right in his version of events 
and leaves readers wanting more from the narrator and the story itself. One way 
to give students the opportunity to “flesh out” this work of Sudden Fiction is 
to add some more depth to the more minor characters, by expanding on the 
details that the narrator does give us. In envisioning this activity, students should 
be assigned different characters from the text outside of the narrator himself – 
Billy’s girl, Camille, Mr. D’Angelo, two police officers, and even Billy. Students 
should then be instructed to submerse themselves into those characters by 
answering a series of questions, starting with what facts are we given from the 
narrator about the character and his/her role in the story. Some questions that 
could be used to kickstart this activity are:

• Where was ________ when Billy was discovered to be missing?
• What was _________’s immediate reaction upon learning that Billy is missing?
• What does ________ spend the rest of his/her afternoon/evening doing after    

s/he learns that Billy is missing?
• What can we infer about the character’s relationship to Billy and the other    

characters in the story based on your answers to the previous three questions?

Kate Youngblood and Jordan Daniels
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Students could then fill in the gaps and extend the story by rewriting it from their 
assigned characters’ perspectives. After completing this exercise, students could 
then be placed into jigsaw-style small groups where each character is represent-
ed and questioned about his or her version of the events and reaction to Billy’s 
death. In doing this, we draw out the details that actually matter to the story – 
the details of Billy’s death. By exploring these multiple perspectives in the story, 
students are presented with an opportunity to realize the significance of Billy’s 
disappearance as well as be unsettled again by the narrator’s lack of concern 
about it.

        Focusing on these other perspectives highlights the narrator’s own 
detachment from the situation while simultaneously refocusing the readers on 
the story’s central problem – Billy’s untimely and unexpected death. Narrowing 
in on different perspectives within the narrative helps render each successive 
reading more dynamic; with “each reading of the text …the reader recognizes 
personal connections and ‘rewrites the text’…” (Milner, Milner, & Mitchell 148). 
Utilizing Camus’ The Stranger as a mentor text can help provide a framework for 
readers to begin considering the deeper philosophical questions at play in Jack-
son’s “Billy’s Girl.” A re-centering or re-framing of the narrative helps drive the 
discussion from more convergent questions (“How did Billy die?”) to more di-
vergent ones (“Is the death of an individual meaningful?”). Using Albert Camus’ 
The Stranger helps provide readers with another example of a protagonist who 
sees the details of events as being insignificant in a universe that is ultimately 
indifferent. Excerpting pieces of text from Mersault’s crime, interrogation, and 
sentencing, readers can begin to compare the indifference between the narrator 
in “Billy’s Girl” and Camus’ absurdist hero. While Camus spends a significant 
portion of The Stranger narrating conflicts centering around the meaning or 
significance of Mersault’s soul upon committing murder, Jackson spends no time 
considering the worth of Billy’s life. Sequencing these classroom activities helps 
allow students an entry to comprehending the text, a space for exploring its 
possible meanings, and an opportunity to extend the impacts from one
narrative to another. Though brief, Jackson’s piece of Sudden Fiction has a 
depth far surpassing that of the lake where Billy’s body is found.

Camus, Albert. The Stranger. Trans. Stuart Gilbert. New York: Vintage
     – Random House, 1946.

Jackson, Gordon. “Billy’s Girl.” Sudden Fiction: American Short-Short Stories.                  
     Ed. Robert

Shapard and James Thomas. Layton: Gibbs M. Smith Inc., 1986. 180. 

Milner, Joseph, Lucy Milner, and Joan Mitchell. Bridging English. 5th ed. 
     Boston: Pearson, 2012. 
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“Any Minute Mom”: Reading Through Different 
Lenses 

     Caitlin Murphy

 SUDDEN FICTION often causes readers to wonder if they missed 
something at the end of a story. Did I not read between the lines well enough? 
Did I miss a clue? Is there another page to this story? These stirring, short pieces 
engage readers of all ages, especially adolescents and young adults and provide 
readers with plenty to discuss at the story’s end. David Ordan’s “Any Minute 
Mom Should Come Blasting Through The Door” is no exception to this feeling.

 “Any Minute Mom Should Come Blasting Through The Door” lends 
itself to readings through multiple lenses. After the first read one might 
wonder if the whole story is a joke—a sarcastic, or even ironic cautionary tale. 
The narrator reflects, “It never killed her before to make me a sandwich, so why 
all of a sudden?” (196). The narrator elaborates in his story further, “Come on 
Mom, what do you say? Is it going to kill you to make me one sandwich? Is it 
really going to kill you?” (196). Parents are no strangers to whiney requests like 
the one the young narrator makes. That was “the last thing” the narrator says 
to his mother before she dies minutes later in the kitchen. There is evidence for 
several other readings beyond this initial ironic interpretation though.

 A Freudian reading of the story suggests Ordan’s rendition of the 
Oedipus Complex. The narrator first describes sneaking up behind his mother 
and says he, “undid her curlers, and ran [his] fingers through her hair until she 
said all right already, what kind did I want?” (196). The narrator continues his 
story, including, “Then she stood up, turned to my dad, and opened her 
bathrobe so he could get a peek just to see if the old interest was still there. But 
I don’t think it was” (196). How does the narrator know his mother’s 
motivation? What about his father’s reaction makes him think his father’s interest 
was no longer there? When the narrator goes to his mother’s aid and finds her 
dead “on the floor of the kitchen,” he is careful to add, “her bathrobe open 
at the waist” (197). The narrator describes the act of saving his mother stating, 
“that’s when the real fun starts. That’s when you have to try mouth-to-mouth on 
her—on your mother, for God’s sake…” (197). Meanwhile, the narrator’s father is 
not involved at all in the rescue. The narrator shares multiple times how the two 
characters do not talk about the death. Finally, towards the end of the story the 
narrator attempts to bridge the distance between his father and him saying, “I 
tell him how much he needs me. How much he cares. But he doesn’t care. He 
cares about the kitchen, the robe, the things I did to try and save his wife. My 
hands. Her body. My lips. Her mouth”(197). The narrator suggests that his father 
has sexualized the life-saving actions he took to try and save his mother. The 
narrator’s final memories reinforce the Freudian reading, especially the 
fragmented memories of his body parts and his mother’s body parts. 

 “Any Minute Mom Should Come Blasting Through The Door” might 
be thoughtfully included in the high school or college curriculum. A Freudian 
reading of the story should not be a problem for students 11th grade or older. 
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Sudden Fiction lends itself to lessons on critical theory. It is short enough that 
students can read the same piece multiple times through multiple lenses. The 
endings are typically ambiguous which leaves room for discussion among stu-
dents in both small or large groups. In reading this particular text, the teacher 
could ask half the class to read it using a feminist lens and the other half read it 
with a Freudian lens. After giving students time to read and make notes, each 
side could be asked to discuss support for their reading. The following day they 
share their readings of the text, each side working to make the best case for 
their assigned theory. Students using the feminist reading may note that the 
mother does all the emotional and intellectual work in the household and the 
father and son are merely free riders. “Any Minute Mom Should Come Blasting 
Through The Door” is a powerful story to be used when introducing contending 
critical readings because it yields vigorous discussion of the text itself. 

Shapard, Robert, and James Thomas. Sudden Fiction: American Short-short      
    Stories. Salt Lake City: G.M. Smith, 1986.
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Four Humble Creatures
Rachel Duane

 A POEM is a lot like a creature. It has its own way of moving, looking, 
pausing. It is a strange little thing —a whole thing, independent and 
self-sustaining. It’s individual, the way it has a nature and obeys it — in tone, 
meter, shape —on every level of its existence. (A poem exists on the page, in 
the ears, in the mind, conscious and subconscious.) Another way to hear it: A 
poem is never just about something. A good poem, like any good piece of art, 
is what it claims to be about. It sounds like that thing. It moves like that thing. It 
thoroughly obeys its nature, its spirit. To understand a poem’s nature is to 
understand, on an experiential and an academic level, the poem. It seems that a 
good way to teach the poem, then, would be to introduce it not as a summation 
of lines and stanzas, but as something more like a creature, an individual. We 
must teach the poem —and trust the poem—as something with the capacity for 
life. 
 Here, we have assembled a crew of creature poems. For their titles and 
subjects they are most certainly poems about creatures. We shall also trust (and 
challenge) that they tell us something of how each poem might be a creature. (If 
these were love poems, perhaps we would learn the poems as versions of love, 
itself. But not today.) 

 E.L. Mayo shows us the poem as a digging creature1. Consider how 
“The Mole” might dig: The poem’s rhyme creates a repetitive sense of motion. 
(Consider how rhyme is repetition, but with the momentum of progress that 
comes from slight changes in sound.) The poem’s quatrains alternate between 
concentration on the tunnel and concentration on the universe, so that the 
poem flashes between two visions — present and beyond. (Consider how 
stanzas in a poem return, and can do so obsessively.) The poem uses physical 
description (“He digs his frantic tunnel / Through chalk and clay and slime…”) so 
that the mole who “never meets a soul” is, in fact, seen. (Consider how descrip-
tion makes a poem concerned with vision, how it heightens its importance.) The 
poem asserts and moralizes (“For moles are very little / And worlds are very 
big...So to the mole all honor...”) so that the mole is not just seen but, in what 
is some kind of elevation, witnessed. (Consider that a poem knows its audience 
and is its sole source of vision.) The poem gives honor (“with doubtfulness for 
tunnel/And ignorance for goal.”) which, because of its ignorant subject, will 
never be received — never culminated— a seemingly pointless action. (Consider 
that a poem has a secret, hopeful life.) Consider teaching this: A student of the 
poem is a hopeful scientist. Every characteristic of the poem has a purpose. It is 
this student’s gift to observe and hypothesize.
 David McCord gives us a poem in a cocoon. How might “Cocoon” 
contain or be contained? The poem’s form is compact on the page, yet the sec-
ond strophe is detached, suspended and bottom-heavy. (Consider how words 
contain a visual weight and add up to lines with a visual weight.) Repetition of

1 (See website: notesonamericanletters.wordpress.com/2016/09/08/three-creatures-poems-hardy-

mayo-mccord ). 
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the words “awhile” and “before,” when put in iambic meter, sound a lullaby. 
(Consider how syllables contain a pulse.) The mixed presence of internal and 
end rhyme forms a kind of aural weaving through the poem. (Consider how 
rhyme reminds and synthesizes those memories with other points in time.) 
Rhyme also gives a sense of form and inevitability, which mimics the way of life 
and death. End rhyme, specifically, emphasizes silence at the end of the line. 
(Consider that the poem, too, rests, and finally.) Consider teaching this: Every 
poem, like this one, comes in a package. The student is meant to open the 
package, slowly and curiously, on her own doorstep. The package contains 
everything the poem needs to live and die. The student is always implicated. 

 Thomas Hardy invites us to “An August Midnight.” What if a time is 
also a place, like a poem, which is also a space for insects to land? Observe 
how the poem flies into consciousness, like a bug: The sleepy fly does not 
enter until the middle of the poem (“While ‘mid my page there idly stands / A 
sleepy fly, that rubs its hands …”) It interrupts — and on more than one level. 
See how the poem implies that the fly is on this very printed page? (Consider 
how a poem’s psyche is also a landscape and has multiple landing options.) The 
page, interrupted by insect guests, becomes measured — no longer by lines 
and meter, alone — but becomes comparable to a living creature, measured by 
literal height and length. (Consider a poem literally; this is one of its features.) 
The poem’s rhymes move closer together as the poem progresses, arriving at 
a couplet (“‘God’s humblest, they!’ I muse. Yet why?/They know Earth- secrets 
that know not I.”) —that traditional punchline, the revelatory moment. (Consider 
how a poem yields to the ultimate, to what it cannot know or do.) It is a poem of 
consciousness, which realizes what it does not know. (Consider a poem a humble 
thing.) Consider teaching this:

 A student of poetry is a (fourth) humble creature. She is silent for awhile. 
She lets the poem speak first. She watches. She asks many questions of the 
poem. She hypothesizes. She hopes and considers and, above all, she wonders. 
She wonders if she’ll find the poem’s meaning. She wonders if the poem means 
something for her. She wonders if a poem can dig and wrap itself in silk and be 
a landing strip for flies, and why. She wonders if rhyme matters and if the way a 
poem looks on the page matters and if a poem can talk about being a poem. 
As teachers of poetry, our answer must always be a yes to wonder. Before a 
student is to understand a poem, she must know that she is gifted the ability to 
see how and why a thing is made as it is (this ability is also her capacity to be a 
creator). Remind her. And if wonder is not yet awoken inside her — if she does 
not believe that the poem relates — show her how literature lives. Show her that 
a poem’s elements are equal parts of a whole character and that this character 
has a spirit. Show her how it digs or cocoons or lands before her. Invite her to 
see how it asks to live, how it humbly asks to be.

Milner, Joseph, Milner, Lucy, and Mitchell, Joan. Bridging English. P.290. 5th ed.   
       Boston: 2012.  
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   Martin Hope

 I AM AN UNAPOLOGETIC FAN of movies of the 1930s and into 
the 1940s. Just the thought of this grand period of the studio system, black and 
white shows, and ensemble casting makes my heart pound with delight. Narrow 
this down to the glorious year of 1939 and there are over thirty pictures that I 
continue to watch from time to time (and this does not include the great The 
Grapes of Wrath, which should have been included in the 1939 selection, but 
was postponed until that of 1940). As many as, perhaps twenty of these films 
might be considered great or near great productions. One of my favorites was 
a smallish production of John Steinbeck’s novella, Of Mice and Men. Though 
critically approved, being nominated for five Academy Awards, it was not among 
the top two dozen money makers of the year. Yet it remains a true classic. 

 Before delving into the piece, I would like to deal with a couple of issues 
that might be raised. Does the movie remain true to the book? This is tricky as 
far as language and some scenes are concerned. Due to the Motion Picture 
Production Code’s absurd censoring, certain words and scenes were modified 
or completely omitted. Despite this, author Steinbeck expressed his satisfaction 
with the final result. Others find fault in the fact that the movie was shot in black 
and white, just as Technicolor was becoming popular; several other 1939 films 
were shot in color. However, as shown by developing German-influenced film 
noir method, black and white could often set moods more effectively than color. 
It served quite well in this case. The movie had no big stars. This is true. 
Considered for the leads were Broadway stars Wallace Ford (George) and 
Broderick Crawford (Lennie), as well as Humphrey Bogart and James Cagney. 
Milestone, instead, chose a cast of relatively unknowns for the leading roles. 
These included Burgess Meredith, who was beginning to make a name for 
himself, but was certainly not a first line star; Lon Cheney, Jr., a bit part player; 
and Betty Field, in her film debut. And with a strong supporting cast the gamble 
worked. 

 The story tells of two migrant workers, George and Lennie. Lennie is a 
giant of a man with limited mental abilities and George is his friend, who is also 
his keeper. Lennie is simple and kind-hearted, yet he does not realise his own 
great physical strength. He has a tendency to kill small animals when he thinks 
that he is only petting them. The two are chased out of town because Lennie 
innocently touched a young woman inappropriately and the town men want 
revenge. 

 The two hop a train and then a bus to a farm in southern California, 
where they are hired as workers. On the trip George repeatedly tells the sto-
ry of how they will someday have their own farm, with fruits and vegetables, 
and animals, especially, to Lennie’s delight, rabbits. Finally, they arrive and the 
real problems develop. George and Lennie are forced to deal with a seething, 
sadistic bully (Curley); Curley’s provocative and not so innocent wife Mae; and 
Lennie’s uncontrollable habits that continually get him into trouble. The mixture
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 Some interesting questions might be raised. The danger of Lennie’s 
unbridled strength occurs repeatedly. First with mention of a mouse, a bird, a 
puppy, and finally Mae, all of which he killed without malice. One might won-
der if pro-Communist Steinbeck was warning of the dangers of such unbridled 
strength that he saw in the rising powerful NAZI Germany. Maybe, maybe not. 
Also, at one point Lennie tells of how he loves to hunt. I doubt that Lennie loved 
killing animals. He did kill, but never by choice. He followed each encounter with 
remorse. More than likely this was his feeble attempt to become “one of the 
boys,” which he longed for desperately. At one point, after Lennie had inadver-
tently let others know of the dreamed of farm, it appeared that George would 
have three others sharing the farm with him; the mentally challenged Lennie, 
the one handed Candy, who would wash the dishes, and the crippled Black 
outcast Crooks. Flawed humans in a not so perfect world. Of course, the killing 
of the old, blind dog that was done in the name of mercy, was a precursor to the 
final act of love, when George tells Lennie of his beloved farm and rabbits, lets 
Lennie reach his highest moment of happiness, and then ends it all with a bullet 
through Lennie’s head. 

of these three prove overwhelming and lead to the tragic end, at which Lennie 
unintentionally kills Mae, thus leaving George with no choice but to save Lennie 
from a lynching by killing him, his best friend. 

 The story combines a mixture of good and evil, of sacrifice for others, 
of innocence destroyed by uncontrollable strength, of the lack of one’s ability 
to overcome the fate that awaits. First, we see pure and simple Lennie, a victim 
of his own strength. He loves small, simple things, especially the puppies at the 
farm and the beloved rabbits of his dreams. Yet, immediately upon arriving at 
the farm he is met by the diminutive Curley, who is also the owner’s son. Curley 
hates Lennie because of his great size and strength. This leads to numerous 
confrontations in which Curley treats Lennie cruelly. 

 So, be it mouse or man, it matters not. Their best laid schemes often go 
askew. This surely happened to George, Mae, Candy, and of course, Lennie. All 
of whom dreamed of better times, yet had these dreams destroyed by events 
beyond their control. 
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Posts 

Einstein: His Life and Universe
Author...Walter Isaacson
Source...Pages 386-388.
Publication Date...2007

Franklin Bailey Green

Basic concept: For Albert Einstein, imagination was greater than knowledge.
Imagination enlivens, empowers, and guides our use of knowledge. If, for 
Einstein, “imagination encircles the world,” so does the mysterious. Without 
imagination how can we feel and sense indirectly the mysterious, that which our 
minds cannot grasp?

Quotations:
“Imagination is more important than knowledge. Knowledge is limited.
Imagination encircles the world.”

“The most beautiful emotion we can feel is the mysterious. ...To sense that
behind anything that can be experienced there is something that our minds 
cannot grasp, whose beauty and sublimity reaches us only indirectly: this is
religiousness. In this sense, and in this sense only, I am a devoutly religious 
man.”

Comment: Bertrand Russell released the Russell-Einstein Manifesto during a 
press conference in London on July 9, 1955. The Manifesto was drafted and 
signed by Albert Einstein and nine other eminent signatories during an 
international security conference held in the village of Pugwash, Nova Scotia, 
Canada. As the Cold War and the nuclear arms race intensified, the 
Russell-Einstein Manifesto and the Pugwash Conferences on Science and World 
Affairs warned that the future of our species, indeed the future of all species, 
was threatened by our preparations for and the prospects of a nuclear war. 
Einstein also said, “We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we 
used when we created them.” Discuss with middle and high school students, 
how we might imagine, envision, prepare for, and achieve a future without 
nuclear weapons and the more commonplace forms of hatred, violence, and 
inhumanity?

Imagination and Mystery Einstein: His 
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Allied text:
https://pugwash.org/1955/07/09/statement-manifesto/

http://einsteinandreligion.com/scienceandreligion.html

Clarence Jordan and Bill Lane Doulos, Cotton Patch Parables of Liberation
(italicize),



Half-Life to Survive
Bob Evans

Half-Earth: Our Planet’s Fight for Life
Author...E.O. Wilson
Source...The Week (Page 21)
Year...March 23, 2016

Basic concept: Criticism about the praticality of E.O. Wilson’s proposal to 
reserve half of the Earth’s land mass and oceans as natural preserves are
probably valid while the value of E.O. Wilson’s proposal may not lie in actual
implemenntation but in provoking concrete education discussion. 

Comment: While E.O. Wilson’s proposal for setting aside half of the earth’s land 
and water area as a natural preserve may well be pratically impossible, the real 
value in his idea is not in the likelihood of its implementation. Rather, the thesis 
provides a motivating and controversial ‘target’ in which to engage stuents and 
teachers in the preservation/extinction issue. It is particularly useful since it can 
be understood and argued about at many levels by different study groups. Just 
as the The Week review pointed out some of the social and cultural barriers to 
actually acting on the set-aside of vast areas of the planet, classes would be 
able to raise and discuss these and more ideas since the thesis is rich with
affordances and challenges. 

Quotations:
“Wilson doesn’t worry that we might not do what he proposes; he’s confident 
we will.”

“He doesn’t really go into the logistics but the world’s poor would bear the brunt 
of such social engineering while developed nations would sacrifice little- even 
though they’ve been most responsible for putting earth’s biodiversity at risk.” 
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